Frank Dickinson (b. 1912) was the only son of David Dickinson of Elmleigh, New Park Street, Morley, Yorks., wool manufacturer, and educated at Woodhouse Grove School, Appleby Bridge, Bradford. He got a Fourth in Physics in 1933, but also a Blue in Lacrosse. He later became a schoolmaster, teaching physics at Richmond School, and eventually becoming Deputy Headmaster there.

These photographs were presented to the College by Dickinson’s son in May 2012, and assigned the Accession Number 138 in the summer of 2016.

Catalogued in November 2016.

**JC:P12/P1/1**  
Oct 1930  
Photograph of Jesus College Freshmen, 1930. No names given, but Dickinson can be seen in the back row, sixth in from the left.  
Size (including mount): 455 by 555 mm.

**JC:P12/P1/2**  
May 1931  
Group photograph of members and Fellows of Jesus College, May 1931. No names given, but Dickinson can be seen in the back row, fifth in from the right.  
Size (including mount): 455 by 550 mm.

**JC:P12/P1/3**  
1932/3  
Copy of a photograph of the Oxford University Lacrosse Team, which beat Cambridge 16-3. Names given on an accompanying sheet as: G. A. Carlson (Hertford), O. A. Gratias (BNC), C. H. Little (BNC), L. H. Rogers (Ch.Ch.), I. R. Schimmelpfenning (Lincoln), J. MacCormack (Hertford), E. M. Porter (Balliol), R. L. Moss (Capt.; Exeter), E. A. Shillito, D. D. Rusk (St. John’s; this is Dean Rusk, US Secretary of State 1961-9), F. Dickinson, and G. H. Deiter (BNC).  
Size (unmounted): 300 by 405 mm.